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  New gear for our Little Steam Loco           The first Doxford Diesel  

Also   
 in  
this  

Issue   

Extracts from  National   
Steam Centre  Museum’s  
Newsletter of the Melbourne 
Steam Traction Engine Club 

The Aussie mob impressed by the Beam Mill 
engine  at 3 rpm in the Bolton Museum . It  has 
the same stroke and Flywheel dia of our Walker  
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2020 Update   Franklyn Flyer  Ray Bedford   

 

 The year 2019\20 started quite well with quite a lot of progress being made on 
Franklyn our steam loco. 
 
 Once the cylinder and valve chamber issues were overcome it was time to move on to all of the smaller 
parts, please forgive if some parts are repeated as it becomes difficult to keep track of things at times. As our loco 
is fitted with the Walschaerts Valve Gear there are lots of parts involved, which will become clear in some of the 
following pictures.  Unfortunately, virtually all of the linkages shown had significant wear at all of the pivot points, 
including the crosshead slides.  Over the years many attempts have been made to remove some of the wear by the 
use of shims, brass inserts and the welding of some parts, so credit must be given to all in the past for keeping this 
engine performing as well as it has.  On closer examination it became clear that the lost motion was causing some 
malfunction of the valve spool, so combined with the corrosion and leakage in the valve assembly, lots of 
inefficiency was evident regardless of boiler performance. 
 Apart from any parts that hopefully could be repaired\reconditioned quite a few needed to be replaced.  At 
this point it was decided to try and formalise this process by producing drawings for use now, and in the future, this 
now relied on my almost none existent CAD skills to come to the fore, so lots of time not in the workshop was spent 
wrestling with a mouse and having a rather strong conversation with a dumb computer.  Currently my desk is still 
littered with parts waiting for the final updates or the initial torture of being formalised.   

 
 

Then the Magic happened as follows: - 
 Before we could take these parts any further, we needed a drawing, looks simple, so nothing to go wrong, 
well there is nothing simple as everything revolves around the curve, everything radiates from the centre of the 
circle, for me something of a drawing nightmare.  Then once the drawing was achieved keeping everything as 
simple as possible, how are we going to make them, or who has suitable equipment? 

 

 

In the adjoining picture it shows a partial 
schematic of the Walschaerts valve operating 
system, for more information regarding how this 
system works visit the link below and you will 
also find many others who can describe the 
operation better than I can. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=b7NABUkyGok 
The big advantage of this system is essentially 
twin operating mechanisms working together. 
The combination lever connected to the piston 

rod giving a fixed movement and allowing 
the maximum time for steam expansion. 

The radius rod assembly allowing variable 
power combined with the reversing feature. 

 

Enter the White Night: - 
Talking to Phil Randall one day this subject 
happened to come up, and it was 
mentioned a CNC mill would be the ideal 
way to make such parts.  Anyway a few 
days later he told me his friend Alan, also 
known as Crazy had a CNC mill and was 
prepared to have a look, did we have a 
drawing.  Well I was absolutely over the 
moon with this suggestion as it was an 
absolute first for me and the loco was 
arriving in the 21th century 
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New piston assembled to piston rod 
  

 
New piston rings waiting to be split, stress 
relieved and finish ground, another story here 
and more fun, fortunately we have a few spares. 
  

 
 

Above  New re-designed Valve spool, with deeper 
recesses at each end to improve travel, Frank is a 
genius 
  
Right  Valve Piston rings waiting the same 
treatment as the main pistons. 

 
  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Above  New gland nuts being turned and screw 
cut. 
 

 
Above  Gland nut being drilled to suit pin wrench 
Making them easier to adjust. 
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Left -: 
Part of a drawing showing a new style of valve 
rod clevis link, this improves the connection of 
link in lower portion. 
These parts are in current production. 

 Unfortunately, both Frank and myself encountered a few family and health issues.  In fact, after 
struggling for some time I discovered I was almost blind in one eye and having some trouble with the 
other, most frustrating when you can’t find the line. 
Then along came Covid 19 then the cancellations and waiting, until I have finally had the surgery to 
hopefully correct the problems, just waiting until I have appropriate glasses  
Looking forward to starting again. 
  Ray Bedford 

 Did you know. No. 5. Extracts by JWJ,  from JWJ & JRC’s book. 
 

1924 - 1928   FIRST DOXFORD 3 CYLINDER  
OPPOSED PISTON OIL ENGINE. 

 
 Jack Jordan,our newest member from the UK, knowing our love of big diesel 
engines and having a number of members with affinity with the sea honours us with 
this extract from his days with Doxford .  
        During the early 1920s and due to a world recession, it was considered that ships would require engines that 
were extremely frugal on fuel consumption; speed was not the all important factor (It is amazing how history repeats 
itself). It was then that Doxford engines designed a three cylinder opposed piston oil engine. To bring things into 
perspective, the situation was dire at the very least. Over a period of 6 years (1922-1928) only 10 vessels and 
engines were built at Doxford works, 19 vessels and engines had been cancelled. 
 We know from John’s father Bob and his Uncle John Gardener exactly what the situation was in the oil 
engine department. John’s father (Bob) & his Uncle John were apprentices in the early 1920s under the most able 
guidance of Mr William McCoy who was the foreman and Mr Michael Devitt his chargehand. At that time many of 
the men who worked in the oil engine shop had been laid-off due to lack of work, so apprentices had to manufacture 
most of the production items needed for the quite rare new jobs as well as maintain a stock of spare parts. Men 
would turn up at the gates each day requesting work, most would be turned away. This situation continued until the 
late-1930s. Bob remembered working on a vertical Gisholt lathe, turning pistons for the 400mm bore MV 
Freshmoor engine in 1925 as well as the 3 cylinder engine which was eventually exhibited at the 1929 Newcastle 
Exhibition. This exhibition engine was installed in a concrete vessel named the  MV Lady Wolmore. 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S     
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The above engine was demonstrated at the 1929 Newcastle-upon-Tyne Exhibition and was eventually 
installed in a WW2 Concrete Vessel of 2000tons named the MV Lady Wolmer. 

 

 After he completed the piston heads for those engines, he as well as his Uncle John were given the 
opportunity to work in the engine design drawing office, which they gratefully accepted. Bob said that men 
returning to the shop, when selected were extremely worried that they would be able to produce items they had 
previously produced as they were completely out of practice. He remembered one chap who operated a  machine for 
the drilling of fuel injectors who hadn’t worked for about 4 or 5 years, he scrapped the first job and completely 
broke down and cried. He was quite sure that he would be sacked for this error, as it turned out; he was simply told to 
get on with the next job by Mr Michael Devitt (a real gentleman). 
 A similar story was told to Rodney by Mr Leslie Morris who had taken him on as his apprentice in the 
toolroom. Mr Morris was always extremely helpful as he too had experience of the harsh days during and preceding 
the great depression of the 1920s.  He managed to get a job at Doxford Engines during that period, leaving his home 
town of Sheffield. He said that he was shocked to find children outside the gates begging for food. Men would keep 
a certain amount of their lunch (bait-being the Northern term) 
to hand out at the end of their shift. Many of the children would 
be in rags, cold, hungry and without shoes; we today cannot 
comprehend the situation. 
  Although the MV Freshmoor three cylinder engine was 
completed and tested well ahead of schedule as stated earlier, it 
was not installed until 1928 as explained below. 

Note: It was Mr Leslie Morris who produced the 
superb models of the 67PT6 and 76J9 Doxford 
engines just prior to him being promoted to 
apprentice training officer for the company. The 
9 cylinder model “J”engine is presently in the 
Discovery Museum at Newcastle. 
There have been many wonderful models 
produced and several were held in the Doxford 
General Office Hall. They were also exhibited in 
museums about the country. One in particular 
which was completely manufactured by the staff 
of Royal Museum at Edinburgh in Chambers 
Street, Edinburgh, EH1 is also a magnificent 
example of the dedication to detail and 
workmanship. Given the opportunity it is worthy 
of anyone’s time to visit and view these 
magnificent models. COASTAL TANKER MV FRESHMOOR  
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  The MV Freshmoor a coastal tanker of 1400 tons displacement had an operating speed of approximately 
10knots. She was both built and had the engine installed at the Doxford Works, Pallion, Sunderland. 
The owners were Harris & Dixon Line of London  The vessel was powered by a Doxford 3 cylinder opposed piston 
oil engine as shown above, of the differential stroke balanced engine. It had a 
bore of 400mm, upper stroke 540mm and lower stroke 760mm, total stroke of 
1300mm and produced a power of 650bhp at 125rpm. 
The vessel was eventually handed over in September 1928 after successful sea 
trials. 
 There were a number of variations in design to this engine when compared 
to earlier larger bore machines. To begin with, the lower piston cooling system 
was cooled with lubricating oil as against water of the larger bore engines. Oil 
was supplied to the lower piston via a swinging link arrangement, returning to 
the crankcase through telescopic pipes via a standpipe and into an open tundish. 
 It had also been designed to start from cold condition, another break-away 
from the normal practice of circulating hot water through the system. A further change was the main control gear, 
instead of the original circular starting wheel, the engine controls were from a control box operated by levers, in the 
same way that points are changed over on railway tracks. As these engines were destined to be tramp ships of simple 
design, the engine auxiliaries such as cooling water pumps, lubricating oil pumps and sea water pumps were all 

driven by the main engine. 
This dramatically reduced 
the vessels required 
electrical load, but also 
had a slight effect on the 
overall mechanical 
efficiency. 
 This three cylinder 
engine was tested by a 
team from Lloyd’s 
Register headed up by 
Professor C J Hawkes. At 
overload the engine 
developed  a brakehorse 
power of 1018 with a 
mechanical efficiency of 
some 87,3%, returning a 

fuel consumption of 0.32lbs/ihp.hr. which even today would still be considered to be a reasonable figure. 
Engine driven pumps were also fitted to 
larger powered vessels well into the 1940s 
and even 1950s. Most of these changes 
were adopted as it was envisaged that this 
engine range could be adapted for the 
generation of electrical power as shown  
below. 
 It is rather a pity that this type of unit 
was not pursued, but maybe as the world 
wide slump was coming to an end, there 
were plenty opportunities for marine engine 
sales.     J.W.J. 
       I wonder if Jack is aware of our Diesel 
Genset collection ?  Ed  
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           The question has long been debated around the club how do the forces of a 
steam engine operating as a display compare to the those of the same engine working 
at full power output . 
 It was thought a good example would be our Walker Sugar mill engine since we have a fair bit of data on it  so an 
Engineering study was  made using it as an example. 
 

Operating Conditions  The first 
step was to establish what  typical operating 
conditions  would be. This was greatly 
helped by  some members having the 
opportunity to observe a number of large 
engines operating on recent rips to the UK 
and USA . 

  A number of  classic Steam Engine design 
books were also consulted  these gave “ 
Rules of Thumb”  for  basic parameters  such 
as bore, stroke, cylinder size and pressure to 
output for a successful design  Also how to 
use the principle of similitude to scale 
engines for any size. Particularly of interest 
was the piston speed which is basically he 
same for all sizes of engines of  similar type . For mill engines it is 750 feet per minute 
 i.e. The bigger they are the slower they go .  
      CONDITIONS          SITUATION                    LOAD       SPEED           STEAM    
 
       Working                    In the Mill                  Full             100 rpm      120  psi 
       Display                      Museum  unattended         None            10  rpm      50   psi 
                                                         attended         None              5  rpm         5  psi 
Armed with this data the above operating points were chosen. 
 

Size of the Engine Things like the size of the cylinder and mass of the 
rotating parts need to be known to calculate the forces acting within  any 
engine. In the absence of  the plans dimensions were determined by 
measuring our engine with a tape and scaling off photos and drawings. 
 The crankshaft we had specially made by Bundaberg Walkers  
with its 16 “ diameter shaft  Something probaly not seen by most 
members . 
 

Engine Mass  Some figures were available , others estimated by determining 
the volume and multiplying by the material density.   

Murray “ Special” Corliss 
with  13 ft dia , 10 3/4 ton 

flywheel seen running at Mt 
Pleasant Old Threshers Iowa .  
 At 163 rpm it was in a gallop.  
  Our Wool Scour 37 rpm 19 “ 
stroke equivalent to 13 rpm  54 “ 
stroke on the Sugar Mill engine . 

The 1965 Walker Sugar mill engine waiting for it’s new foundations  at MSTEC  
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 Important dimensions and   masses  are  
 

         Part                                      Size                         Mass
  
 

Flywheel & crankshaft     Dia          4.45 m     12800 kg 
Con rod                             Length    3.15 m         935 kg 
Cylinder                            Bore        0.82 m       8 Tonne    
             Stroke    1.36  m  
Counter weight           Radius    .168 m 1470  kg 
Crosshead   Total                                         612 kg 
 
   While these figures are not absolute these are all 
sufficiently accurate when used for comparison of the effects of speed and 
pressure. 
 

Operating Forces  a number need to be considered 
    Inertia of Reciprocating Parts This is generated by stopping and starting of the piston, cross head  and small end of the 
conrod at each end of the stroke. 
  Given by the formula                    where  ω   is the Angular Velocity of rotation which is just another way of 
             saying rpm                                                                                         
 Force = ω2  x radius x mass x ( cos θ)            θ is Angle of crank from Top Dead Center which leads to  
                  Cos θ varies between + & -1 each rev as the crank spins  
            
At 100 rpm Inertia is a massive 17563 kg  reducing to only 175 ka at 10 rpm. 
      Firstly we notice it reduces dramatically with speed  
since it is a function of the rpm squared. i.e. rpm x  
rpm . Dropping  revs from 100 to 10 rpm is a reduction 
by a factor of 10  but when you multiply this by itself 
again it becomes a factor of  100 . Similarly at 5 rpm  = 
1/20  x 1/20  =  1/ 400 .   It makes sense when you 
consider if the engine stops the inertia force is nothing ! 
      Secondly  this force is not effected by steam pressure 
only engine speed and the mass of the moving parts. 
The end result is a large force oscillating force that acts 
through the conrod causing the engine to shuffle back and 
forth on its foundation so is considered a Dynamic Load.   
 

Rotating Forces These are caused by spinning parts that are out of balance.  
This is calculated from a similar formula except no cos θ  This means it is effected by rpm in the same . For our engine we get 
the out of balance force = 982 kg  at 100 rpm 
reducing to 9.8 kg at 10 rpm.  In this case it is  
much smaller than the inertia because the 
counterweight on the back of the crankshaft 
almost completely balances out the rotating end 
of the conrod . This effect is a small  centrifugal 
force of constant magnitude on the main bearings 
that spins around with the conrod . It is also 
considered Dynamic as it is a function of motion 
even though of a different type.  
 
Balance Factor Often extra weight is added to the counterweigh so that it partially cancels out the horizontal forces caused 
by the inertia of the piston etc . Too much has the side effect of introducing a vertical disturbance which can be just as 
annoying as the one eliminated .    A good compromise is achieved by adding a mass to the counterweigh equal to 1/2 the total 
mass of the reciprocating parts. This is called a balance factor of 50 %.  
 
Steam Forces  
  This is simply steam pressure multiplied by the piston area . At 120 psi working this is a whopping 44.5 Tonnes . Starting 
when on display  it could peak as high as 18.6 Tonnes with a careless operator if stuck on dead center even though supply 
pressure is limited to 50 psi . The minimum cylinder  pressure the engine could run on come out at 5 psi  at the cylinder based 
on  theoretical indicator diagrams  from the old books and considering the high mechanical efficiency with the crankshaft roller 

Reciprocating Inertia force reverses direction each turn .  100 rpm   

   Total reciprocating mass  of the 
crosshead  was esstimated   by adding up 
all the individual components  
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Let’s get on with the new Top Station  
  With the Rally definitely on and the railway track relocated 
to the Western boundary and connected up the rush is to get a 
platform in adjacent to Mt Morris so rally goers can use the 
train to get up to the displays in the Top Paddock. With the 
effort the railway ganf is putting in I am sure it can be pulled 
off.  
White Steam Car Fan Pulley  
         With the original one missing , the one on the spare 
crankcase broken and the one on the spare engine a flat crank 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S     

bearings of the Walker. Even then the steam force 
comes out at 0.2 T .  Interesting the calcs suggest full 
power could be as high as 1267 HP   
    Even on no load steam pressure can generate large 
forces on the engine structure tending to push the 
main bearings and cylinder apart  requiring a rigid 
engine frame well supported on it’s foundation . Also 
in the case of an outrigger bearing on the other side of 
a flywheel pit there needs to be a strong load path to 
transfer this force back to the engine casting .  In this 
situation steam forces from a foundation point of view 
are  is not  considered a dynamic load as the opposing 
reactions to steam pressure cancel each other out .  
Just observe the 900 hp Dorman running it is not even bolted down.  
 

   Torque Reaction  
  This couple of over 90000 Nm  is only an issue if the equipment the engine drives is  mounted on a separate foundation . A 

good example is a rope drive in a cotton mill.   
In this application our engine working at 1267 HP  
would generate a tension of 4.2 Tonnes at the 
flywheel rim which would tend to overturn the 
foundation so would need allowing for . In our case 
running on display without a load the force would 
be nothing. 
 
Conclusion Big engines running very slowly can 
be consideresd a Static Load.  
  
            Warwick Bryce   
                            Engine Design Engineer ex   GM. 
Ref  The Theory of Machines,    Bevan 
        Diesel Engine Design ,        Purdy   
         Steam Engine Design,        International library of

  Technology 
                               
                             

Pondering the rope drive on the Atlas mill engine in the Bolton Museum  UK 

type something had to be worked out .  
      The solution was to turn down the center of the 
broken pulley and braze a flange onto it . This was then 
trued up in the lathe and drilled to suit a Vee belt type 
pulley in the box of spares that came with the car and 
luckily matched the 
fan pulley.  
 
The hub of the broken 
pulley has a tapered 
bore and Woodruff 
key to suit the engine  
 

The fan drive assembled . It is 
suspected the drive belt should 
be a leather link type  


